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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy: I am Katy Egts and I am the metadata cataloger here in the CMC. I graduated from the University of Illinois with my MLIS and have been a cataloger for about 4.5 years. Emily: My name is Emily. I am a MSLIS student at the University of Illinois and a 2022 summer intern at the CMC where I’m getting practical experience with MARC cataloging and learning about different metadata careers.



Disclaimer
WE ARE NOT EXPERTS!!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy: Digitizing photographs is a complex process with many variables and methods, and what works for one library might not work for another. In this presentation we intend to provide a brief overview of the subject, introduce a few different methods, and present the tips & tricks we have leaned along the way. That being said, neither of us are true experts in the field, and are very much still learning, too. We will be providing links to additional resources at the end of the presentation. 



Today’s agenda
I. Introduction to photograph digitization – what is it?

II. Why digitize?

III. Initial Considerations

IV. How to digitize photos

V. Adding metadata

VI. After digitization



What is photograph digitization?
DEFINING SOME KEY TERMS



What is photograph digitization?

Photograph digitization is when you use a scanner or digital 
camera to take a picture of a physical or analog photograph 
and turn it into a computer file, which can then be 
manipulated, converted, compressed, and potentially stored 
indefinitely.*

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy: Although the longevity of storing digitized photographs will require some forethought and investment, which will be discussed later



Key terminology
Digitization – Digitization, or sometimes “reformatting,” is the act of taking a 
physical, or analog, object and turning it into a computer file

Preservation – Preservation refers to a variety of acts that ensure an item, 
whether digital or analog, will remain intact and accessible for the future 

Digital preservation - The act of ensuring that born-digital items are 
maintained and made accessible for the future

Born-digital – An item that was first captured, or created as a computer file 
and not in analog form 

Analog item – An item that was first captured, or created, as a physical object

Digital surrogate - A digital item, or file, created from the digitization of an 
analog item

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy: Preservation**Digitizing photographs, alone, is not a form of preservation, as efforts have not been made to preserve the original, analog object**Digitizing the photograph, alone, also does not ensure that the digital surrogate image has been preserved – efforts to preserve the digital surrogate image would include deliberate planning and proper stewardship of the file so that it will remain accessible in the future. Digital preservation**Digital preservation is sometimes confused with photograph digitization (where an analog photograph is made digital), but it is actually a specific form of preservation that deals exclusively with born-digital items. Born-digital**Digital cameras or Word processors will create born-digital files, whereas a Polaroid camera, camera with a film roll, or a typewriter will create analog, physical items first. Analog itemDigital surrogate**It is important to remember, when digitizing an item, the scan or image of that original analog item is considered a separate and different item and brings with it its own metadata (i.e. Date for the analog might refer to the date the photograph was first taken, which could be in 1924, whereas the Date field for the digital surrogate might refer to the date it was created, which could be in 2021). �***Although not best practice in terms of preservation standards, it is not uncommon to see a kind of “hybrid” record for a digital surrogate, which contains metadata pertaining to both the digital surrogate and the analog original (i.e. you might have 2 metadata fields for date: Date Original = date the analog photograph was taken, Digital Date = creation date of the digital surrogate)



Why digitize?
THE BENEFITS OF PHOTO DIGITIZATION



The benefits of digitizing your 
library’s photographs
• Mitigates the risk of total loss in the case of a physical disaster

• Reduces damage to the original photographs by decreasing the rate of 
harmful environmental exposure and handling

• Increases accessibility to your materials

• Relevancy

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Emily:There are a lot of benefits to digitizing your photographs. The most obvious benefit is the security that digitization can offer you. By having digital copies of your photos, you can drastically reduce the risk of a total loss of your photograph collection in the case of a physical disaster, such as a flood or fire.And once your collection has been properly digitized and uploaded into a repository or digital library, you can allow your patrons to view your collection as much as they want (virtually) without causing damage to the physical collection. Reducing the amount of handling that your photographs undergo will extend their life by decreasing harmful environmental exposures, such as fingerprints, light exposure, accidental spills, and other potential hazards.Another huge benefit of digitization is that it increases the accessibility of your materials. Photographs that might otherwise be hidden away in an archival closet and forgotten by the community can often see an increase in circulation and use online. Digitization can often help libraries combat the “out of sight, out of mind” problem by creating better accessibility and awareness of the collection’s existence.Finally, digitization makes your photographs more relevant to your community. Most of us are online all the time these days, and our patrons increasingly expect to be able to access library content through the internet. It is a smart move to try to meet these expectations and stay current and relevant for our patrons.



Does digitization remove context?
• Sort of

• A digital surrogate is not the same as a physical photograph

• Creating high-quality digital surrogates and adding high-quality 
metadata will ensure that the surrogate is as close to the original as 
possible

• Digital surrogacy doesn't diminish the value of the original photograph

• Don't throw out the originals!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Emily:Sort of! All digital surrogates lack the ability to be physically held in your hand as a physical object, and they are stored in a very different medium from the original, but that’s kind of the point.A digital surrogate is not the same as a physical photograph and we shouldn’t treat them as identical duplicates. BUT! In creating high-quality digital surrogates and supplementing those surrogates with high-quality metadata, you can ensure that the surrogate retains as much of the context of the original as possible.It’s important to remember that digital surrogacy doesn’t diminish the value of the original photographs. So, please don’t throw out your originals after digitizing your photos! Later in our presentation we will talk a little about how to care for your physical collection after digitization. Digitization just gives us more options for long-term access and preservation of the originals.



Initial considerations
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER BEFORE STARTING A DIGITIZATION PROJECT



A few major questions
• What is the purpose of this digitization project?
• How do you intend to present the digital surrogates (what platform, 

software, repository)?
• What effect/harm will the digitization process have on the original, 

analog collection? 
• What is your budget for this project? 
• What is your timeframe for completion?
• What different material types, sizes, and conditions are present in 

the analog collection?
• Do you have a long-term plan for how to provide adequate 

stewardship of this collection for the future (both for the digital and 
analog collections)?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy: What is the purpose of this digitization project?**Who do you intend to view & use the digital surrogates?How do you intend to present the digital surrogates (what platform, software, repository)?**How will the digital surrogate files be stored?What effect/harm will the digitization process have on the original, analog collection? **What do you intend to do with your original, analog collection after it has been digitized?What is your budget for this project? **Does it allow for additional training, equipment, staff time?What is your timeframe for completion?\What different material types, sizes, and conditions are present in the analog collection?**This might determine the right equipment to use/buy. Do you have a long-term plan for how to provide adequate stewardship of this collection for the future (both for the digital and analog collections)?****Will a certain staff member/staff position always be assigned to its maintenance? Do you have the funding to be able to buy newer and/or replace older technology to house the digital files? 



A few major questions, continued

Many, many more important questions to consider listed here: 

Preservation Guidelines for Digitizing Library Materials | Collections 
Care – Library of Congress (n.d.). Retrieved July 21, 2022, from 
https://www.loc.gov/preservation/care/scan.html

https://www.loc.gov/preservation/care/scan.html


How to digitize photos
BASIC RULES, METHODS, TIPS, AND TRICKS



Step 1: Condition assessment
A few conditions to look out for in your analog photographs:

• Cracked photographs that will need to be flattened 
• Tears in paper and/or text longer than ¼ inch
• Folds and/or creases
• Acidic or damaging housing that needs to be replaced
• Restrictive (opens less than 90 degrees) or loose book 

joints

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy: **Before actually digitizing anything, it’s important to know what condition your collection is in & identify (and possibly remedy) any problem pieces/issues. **All of these are things that you should try to mend prior to digitization, if possible.



Step 2: Exclusions 

Acidic, fragile, brittle, 
torn, missing pieces, 
sticky, or stuck paper

Leather books with 
rot and/or missing 

pages

Paper where iron gall 
ink has eaten into the 

page

Curled, bent, creased, 
folded, cockled, 

cracked, or wrinkled 
photographs

Photographs 
separating from their 

mount or support 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy: **If any of your photographs have one or more of these conditions, you might want to consider excluding it from the digitization project, using equipment that causes less wear & tear, such as a digital camera, to capture the image. 



Step 3: Choosing equipment

• Digital Camera: Use ones with 100-150 MP sensors and a very 
high-quality lens

• Planetary Scanner
• Flatbed Scanner
• Drum Scanner
• Lenses: Apochromatic lenses, macro lenses, and lenses 

specifically designed for digital flat field imaging are generally 
better than other lenses

Flatbed scanner

Drum scanner

Planetary scanner

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy: **As we said at the beginning, there are lots of different methods & equipment that can be used to digitize analog items, and what works for one library might not work for another. Here is a list of the most common types of equipment used in the scanning/capturing process of digitization. Digital Cameras:**This is a good option to use for larger/irregular-shaped items, and items that can’t be flattened. **Drawback: The sensors in a digital camera cannot “see” color – they use micro color filters, which can result in reduced resolution & imperfect color. Planetary Scanner**Has 2 methods to capture an image: Either the sensor moves in the camera head, or the sensor remains stationary, and the object moves under the camera, both scanning the image one line at a time. **Drawback: Can capture images in very high resolution, but they take a longer time to do so & are can only really be used for materials that can be held flat during a long exposure cycle.Flatbed Scanner**Most common scanner type found & used. They are fast, provide high “resolution,” are easy to use, and versatile – they can scan film, documents, photographs, etc. **Drawback: The Federal Agencies Digital Guidelines Initiative (FADGI) does not recommend using these, as there is more accurate technology available, but this applies more to digitization centers & preservation departments – for most public, school, or smaller library, a flatbed scanner is more than adequate and very commonly used. Drum Scanner**These work by securing the original item to the surface of a “drum,” generally with tape. The drum then spins at a high speed and individual pixels are captured through a focused lens, one at a time, as the drum spins. This produces very high-quality scans.**Drawback: There is significant risk to the original as it spins attached to the drum and the scanners are quite slow. FADGI, therefore, does not recommend using this type of equipment to any cultural heritage digitization projects. Lenses**High-quality lenses are essential when digitizing items. **Apochromatic lenses, macro lenses, and lenses designed specifically for digital flat field imaging are generally better than other lenses**As sensors become available in higher pixels, the quality of lens will become more important in actual system resolution. The resolution for digital cameras and scanners may be limited by the performance of the lens. 



Step 4: Metadata collection

• Prior to digitizing, it is recommended to collect 
all desired metadata concerning the analog 
item

• More information about best metadata 
practices will soon be addressed 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes




Step 5: Scanner settings de-coded
Bitonal

2-tone black & white scans

Palette

The range of gray tones or colors in an 
image

Grayscale

A palette of up to 256 gray tones

Color

A palette of 256 to thousands of color tones

Resolution

A measure of sharpness of an image (how finely 
spaced the details are)

Dots per inch (DPI)/Pixels per inch (PPI)

A measure of how many dots (or pixels) of color 
or shading are contained within one inch 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy: **Choosing the right scanner setting is an important part of the process in digitization, and can have a positive, or negative, impact on the resolution or image quality and color accuracy of the scan. Here are a few common terms to help decipher & select the best settings in a typical scanner. Bitonal**Suitable for printed & handwritten textPalette Grayscale**Best for black & white photographs.**Grayscale may capture music & handwriting details better than bitonal scansColor**Used for photographs, maps, diagrams, illustrations, and other documentsResolutionDots per inch (DPI)/Pixels per inch (PPI)**These terms are often used interchangeably & mean the same thing�**The more dots per inch, the finer the image and the larger the file size



Step 5: Scanner settings, continued…

• For 4x6” and 5x7” photos & documents: Scan at 300 dpi/ppi
• To enlarge a 4x6” or 5x7” to 8x10” or greater, scan at 400 or 600 dpi
• Slides:

o Slide trays that fit inside flatbed scanners, or standalone slide 
scanners

o Scan slides at around 1,900 dpi
• To zoom in on an area/aspect of a photograph:

o Scan the photograph at 1,800 dpi and crop to the area you want later

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy:Slides**Because they are much smaller than prints**Also scan very small photographs at 1,900dpiTo zoom in**Example: You have a class photograph, but you only need the face of one of the students. 



Step 6: End steps

Save

Save your photograph as either a TIFF or JPEG file
• TIFF - Uncompressed file (better quality, but much larger file)
• JPEG – Compressed file (lesser quality, but takes up less space)
o JPEG2000 – Uncompressed JPEG file (better quality, but larger file & less compatibility)

Embed

Embed desired metadata into the digital surrogate image
• Can use software like Adobe Bridge, Adobe Photoshop, Microsoft Expression Media, Camera Bits Photo 

Mechanic 

Upload
Upload into digital library/repository with any additional collected metadata to create the bibliographic record 

for the item

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy:- JPEG2000**There are also JPEG2000 files which are essentially uncompressed JPEG files, but not all software programs are able to use them, so typically standard JPEG files are more popular and standard. **If you have the space to save your images as TIFF files, we recommend it, as it retains much more of the quality and integrity of the photograph. However, for public or smaller libraries, JPEG is often an adequate file format. **Careful when saving files with 4-letter extensions (JPEG vs. JPG or TIFF vs TIF), as some digital libraries – like CONTENTdm, which the Illinois Digital Archives (IDA) uses – only accept files with 3-letter extensions. Files can always be converted into the extension path needed, and if you have a large quantity of files that need to be converted, you can run a script in CommandPrompt to do so à If anyone needs instructions on how to do that, please email Katy and she can email you those instructions. Embed desired metadata into the digital surrogate image **We will soon talk more about good metadata practices**It’s important to remember to embed metadata, like Creator, Description, Date, and Rights statements into the image, as it should then travel with the photograph wherever it goes. **Warning: Some websites (like Facebook, Twitter, and others) will strip metadata from photos uploaded, so always be careful when uploading, especially to social media. Upload into a digital library/repository**Common digital libraries include: CONTENTdm and Omeka



Adding metadata
CONTEXT AND PROVENANCE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy:**As mentioned earlier, best practices state that metadata should be collected prior to the digitization of a work, however, this may not be feasible or even possible for all libraries. In this section, we will discuss some best & recommended practices for how, where, and what to record in your metadata. 



Step 1: Choose a metadata schema & 
types of metadata

Sc
he

m
a

Dublin Core

PREMIS

MODS

VRA

Title, keywords (uncontrolled tags or 
controlled vocab), location of capture, 
etc.Descriptive

Rights statement/restrictions, 
provenance information, creator, 
contact information for the rights 
holderAdministrative

Collection name, page numbers (if 
applicable), parent item names 
(especially for compound objects)Structural

Technical
Size, color profile, camera settings, 
file name, file format, creation date

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy:PREMIS = Preservation Metadata: Implementation StrategiesMODS = Metadata Object Description SchemaCVRA = Visual Resources AssociationAdministrative metadata:**Preservation metadata – condition, equipment used during digitization, staff involved Structural metadata**Structural often shares some elements with many other types of metadata. 



Choose your metadata elements
• Title

• Creator

• Date(s)

• Place of publication

• Publisher/producer/distributor

• File format

• File size

• Rights statement

• Contact information (for rights 
management)

• Collection name

• Identifiers (DOI, LCCN, unique file 
name)

• Keywords (uncontrolled or 
controlled vocab)

• Language of work (if applicable)

• Description

• Visual description

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy:**After selecting your schema and types of metadata to include, choosing which metadata elements, or fields, to include is very important. Date(s)**You might want to have 2 date elements, one for the date of creation for the analog original, and one for the digitization dateContact information (for rights management)**Possibly included in rights statementIdentifiers (DOI, LCCN, unique file name)**DOI = Digital Object Identifier**LCCN = Library of Congress Control NumberKeywords**You might want to include element fields for both controlled vocabulary & local (uncontrolled) vocabulary



Create a metadata template
• Possible formats: Excel 

spreadsheet, Google Form, etc.

• Create a template for each 
individual photograph and 
record your metadata 
accordingly 

• For compound objects: Create 
one metadata template for the 
object-level metadata and then 
individual templates for each 
item-level page scan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy:**When dealing with even a small number of photographs to digitize, we highly recommend creating a metadata template. This not only helps to keep your data organized, but it serves as a back-up, if something happens during/after the upload process. Compound objects:**Compound objects have 2 levels of metadata: the object-level and the item-level. **The object-level includes the entirety of the work, like metadata pertaining to an entire book**The item-level includes metadata pertaining to smaller parts of the whole, like if you had individually scanned pages from that book



After digitization
STEWARDSHIP OF DIGITAL SURROGATES AND ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPHS



Digital stewardship
• Risks of digital information loss:

• Storage media hardware is susceptible to physical 
damage and deterioration with time

• Technological obsolescence
• Quality loss with transfers
• File corruption
• Loss of legacy information during staff turnover
• Lost information with data merges/consolidations

• What’s the solution?
• Commit to active digital stewardship efforts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Emily:After going through all that work to digitize your photographs, continual stewardship and upkeep is vital for prolonging the life of your digitized photographs. Digitized media has its own preservation risks that are much different from preservation risks for analog materials. For example, whatever storage hardware you select to house your digital materials in, such as a memory card or an external hard drive, is susceptible to physical damage and deterioration with time. Technological obsolescence is also a huge issue. Storage hardware goes out of date very quickly (think floppy disks, for example) and information can get trapped and lost in obsolete technology if that information doesn’t get migrated to a newer platform before the old platform goes extinct. The resolution quality of your photos can decrease overtime with transfers and files may become irreversibly corrupted due to bit loss. There are also more subtle ways digital information can become lost, such as information being lost with staff turnovers or in data mergers and consolidations. While digitization remains an invaluable process, the digitization process alone doesn’t guarantee the safety of your digital collection. The answer to maintaining your digital photographs is active digital stewardship.



Active digital stewardship
Store information on multiple servers in multiple locations 
with multiple copies. Use the photographer's 3-2-1 rule

Make new copies and migrate the collection every 5-7 
years. Hold onto the old copies just in case

Maintain accurate, high-quality metadata and record all 
access information

Keep the original photographs in case you need to re-
digitize

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Emily:The first step of active digital stewardship is to make sure you always have plenty of back-ups, in case of a digital disaster, and keep at least one back up option in an alternate location, far away in a different building, in case of a natural disaster. Experts recommend that you make multiple backup copies of your digital collection and store the copies in multiple formats in multiple locations. You can utilize the Photographer’s 3-2-1 rule: make three copies, save the copies on at least two different storage devices, save one in a different physical location. While cloud storage is a great, convenient digital location for storage, we don’t recommend you use it as your only storage option. Cloud companies can go out of business & take your data with them or change their terms of service suddenly before you are able to retrieve your files, so it’s not a good idea to use cloud storage as your only backup.Even if you make several copies and utilize several storage strategies, those copies will still age. The risk for file corruption, bit rot, or obsolescence will only increase with time. Through an automated preservation program or through manual efforts, it is suggested that you make new copies of your photographs and migrate the collection to a new technology or improved storage container every five to seven years.Maintain accurate, high-quality metadata. Ensure that all your metadata is transferring correctly with each migration and periodically double check that all your links still work. Also record important access information (save locations, passwords, etc.) so other or future staff members can access the collection.Finally, always, always, always keep the original photographs in case you need to re-digitize. Stuff happens, and sometimes the only solution is to simply digitize a photograph again. So, if we’re keeping all these original photographs, how can we properly preserve and store them? We can extend the life of our original photographs through active photograph preservation.



Physical photograph preservation
• Identify your photographs

• Cater the preservation environment to your photographs' unique chemistry
• Graphics Atlas - "a sophisticated resource that presents a unique, object-

based approach for the identification and characterization of prints and 
photographs.

• Store materials in archival quality storage boxes

• Active preservation efforts > trying to reverse 
damage

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Emily:The first thing to do when beginning an active preservation plan is to identify the type of photographs you have in your collection. Different photographs may require slightly different preservation environments or rules of handling, based on their unique chemistry. Photographic identification is also a vital part to the metadata process – the type of photograph you have provides a ton of context to your image. It may give you clues as to the time period in which it was taken, the approximate cost of the photograph at the time of creation, the purpose of the photograph, etc. Identifying photographs can be tricky, but it doesn’t always have to be. If you can’t consult a photography expert, the website, Graphics Atlas, is an excellent tool to help you identify the kinds of photographs you have.Next, store your materials in archival quality storage boxes whenever possible. Containers or photo albums made from acidic materials can damage your photographs over time. Most photos do best when they are laid flat in a box on a shelf for maximum support.But whether or not you are able to identify your photographs or afford archival quality storage materials, mitigating the top environmental risks is the biggest key to a long-lasting physical photograph collection. The goal of preservation is to actively mitigate the risk of damage and extend life, which is always preferrable to trying to reverse damage after it happens due to passivity. Here are the environmental risks you should watch out for wherever you choose to store your photographs.

http://www.graphicsatlas.org/


Watch out for:

Light levels

Temperature

Relative humidity

Pollutants and pests

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Emily:Light levels. All light is a danger to photos and will accelerate their deterioration and cause them to fade. UV light from sunlight is the most harmful, but even artificial light can fade photographs over time. Keep your photos away from windows and doors and even artificial light sources whenever possible.Temperature Relative humidity. Elevated temperature and humidity will accelerate the chemical breakdown of photographs and are an invitation for mold and pests to flourish. However, humidity levels that are too low can cause your photographs to become brittle as their moisture evaporates. Finding the right balance is good, but consistency is the number one factor. Frequent, rapid fluctuations in temperature and humidity are far more damaging than extended exposure to high temperatures and humidity. Ideally, photographs should be stored at 70°F or below, with relative humidity maintained at 30%-50% and fluctuating less than 5% throughout the day.Pollutants and pests Air pollution, dust, and dirt can fade and abrade the surface of photographs. Keeping your spaces clean and filtering your storage space’s air is a great way to combat damage from pollutants.Pests can strike suddenly and cause irreversible damage to your photographs. Always keep food away from your collections and keep an eye out for signs of pest activity. Take proactive measures to keep pests out of your storage space.



In summary:
I. Introduction to photograph digitization – what is it?

II. Why digitize?

III. Initial Considerations

IV. How to digitize photos

V. Adding metadata

VI. After digitization

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy:**In conclusion, we hope that we have adequately addressed the following topics today. As aforementioned, the topic is broad and there are numerous methods to digitize a collection of analog photographs, but we hope that this gave you a crash course in the subject! We have included our works cited and additional resources at the end of this presentation. 



Need metadata assistance? 
• Email Katy at kegts@illinoisheartland.org

• The CMC provides metadata assistance to Illinois libraries FOR FREE! 

• Examples of metadata work done by the CMC metadata cataloger:
• Marshall Public Library Digital Archives: 

https://cdm16614.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/p16614coll75/search/page
/1

• Marshall Public Library Oral History Collection: 
https://cdm16614.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/p16614coll50/search/

• New Lenox Public Library Digital Archive: 
https://cdm16614.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/p16614coll84/id/29/rec/1

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Katy:**I am always happy to help you with any questions or concerns you may have pertaining to the digitization of, creation of metadata for, and/or uploading of a digital collection into a digital library or repository. I also work with audiovisual collections and can provide audio transcriptions. 

mailto:kegts@illinoisheartland.org
https://cdm16614.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/p16614coll75/search/page/1
https://cdm16614.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/p16614coll50/search/
https://cdm16614.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/p16614coll84/id/29/rec/1
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Public Library of America. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CiTBxHqws7A

• DPLA. (2015, October 7). New Self-Guided Curriculum for Digitization | Digital Public 
Library of America. https://dp.la/news/new-self-guided-curriculum-for-digitization/

• Graphics Atlas: http://www.graphicsatlas.org/

• Library of Congress Recommended Formats and Standards, 2022-2023 | Preservation –
Library of Congress (n.d.). Retrieved July 21, 2022, from 
https://www.loc.gov/preservation/resources/rfs/index.html

• PhotoMetadata: www.photometadata.org

https://www.loc.gov/preservation/care/photo.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CiTBxHqws7A
https://dp.la/news/new-self-guided-curriculum-for-digitization/
http://www.graphicsatlas.org/
https://www.loc.gov/preservation/resources/rfs/index.html
http://www.photometadata.org/
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